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About Ty Bennett
Ty is the founder of Leadership Inc., a speaking and training company with a mission to
empower individuals and organizations to challenge their status quo, cultivate exceptional
relationships, and compete in extraordinary ways. He’s changing lives– one leader at a
time.
• At 21, Ty and his brother built a direct sales business to over $20 million in annual revenues.
• He developed a system and organization that would help over 500 leaders fine-tune their sales and leadership skills in over 37 countries.
• He was featured as one of the Top 40 Under 40.
• He was dubbed one of the 10 Coolest Entrepreneurs in Utah.
• He’s the author of three best-selling books.
• He has traversed the world speaking to tens of thousands of audience members transforming the lives,careers, and business practices of leaders
from some of the most recognizable brands in the world such as: Coca-Cola, Subway, Blue Cross Blue Shield andRE/MAX.
• Ty’s best-selling books – Partnership is the New Leadership, ThePower of Influence: Increase Your Income and Personal Impact and ThePower of
Storytelling: The Art of Influential Communication – are used in graduate courses at multiple universities including MIT, as today’s version of “How to
Win Friends and Influence People.”
• He’s one of the youngest speakers ever to receive the CSP Designation from the National Association of Speakers –less than 5% of the world’s
speakers earn this honor.
• He’s a husband and a father and he’s PASSIONATE about helping leaders cultivate the relevance and influence they need to challenge old ways and
open new doors.
Select Keynotes
Partnership is the New Leadership
Cultivating Commitment, Collaboration, and Consensus
Over the last five years a survey of more than5,000 leaders asked one question: what do you want from your people? The overwhelming answer?
Commitment. And what it takes to both create and retain that commitment is NOTHING like it used to be. That’s where Business
KeynoteSpeaker and Leadership Expert Ty Bennett is helping organizations bridge the gap between old school mentalities and real-world
solutions that connect with team members of every level today.
Consider the adage, “Old ways won’t open new doors.” In Ty’s view, that is the rallying cry for leaders all over the globe. Business is changing.
Communication is light years from what it was. People purchase differently. Customer expectation is at an all-time high, and their tolerance at
an all-time low. It’s time to open new doors. Adopt new skills.Challenge old mindsets. And embrace innovation. Ty Bennett has the tools you
need to do all of these things and then some.
The Power of Influence
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Cultivating Change Through Empowered Leadership
INFLUENCE doesn’t happen by chance or circumstance. Not in today’s world. It happens by DESIGN. It takes empowered leaders cultivating
leading edge insights and practicing extraordinary people skills. It takes candor and compassion. Strength and strategy. That’s what Business
Keynote Speaker Ty Bennett brings to the stage. Ty challenges leaders to shift old mindsets, perceptions, and even skill sets – to take a broad,
expansive view of what’s possible. To envision – then design a life and career filled with extraordinary possibility. The kind that has both rocksolid foundation and sky’s-the-limit potential.
The Power of Storytelling
Cultivating Connection and Strengthening Engagement
500% better. That’s how much more we retain information when told to us in the context of a story. Five hundred percent! Why? Because
communication plus storytelling creates connection. Invokes passion. Engages emotions. And most importantly? Moves people to take ACTION.
Teaching audience members to effectively and creatively adopt the skills and mindsets necessary to communicate at their highest level is
exactly what Business Keynote Speaker Ty Bennett delivers in this game-changing topic.
Essentially? We are ALL in the business of people. Developing relationships, cultivating trust, and weaving a connection that allows for deeper
understanding is ultimately a big part of why we are all here. Life is all about contribution – and how we connect through communication
determines our level of influence. With heart and high-energy, Ty teaches leaders and sales professionals to adopt valuable storytelling skills to
leverage that influence, extend their emotional reach, and even create customers for life.
The Psychology of Customer Service
In this powerful and insightful presentation, Ty Bennett expertly breaks down the psychology behind customer service and your organization’s
growth and retention. From every level of leadership to every level of your team, the culture and communication you foster equate either to
customer relationships for life – or a revolving door. Either high volume, high retention – or low productivity and the high cost of new customer
acquisition. With practical strategies, Ty helps your team create a customer loyalty that will rival the best of competitors.
In this game-changing keynote Ty will share how to:
Develop customer loyalty at a high level
Drive referrals through increased connectivity
Build long-lasting relationships
Fuel customer acquisition and retention
In today’s world, excellence in service is the difference between status quo and top of the competitive ladder. Customer expectations are at an
all-time high – and their tolerance at an all-time low. Invite Ty Bennett to share the skills, strategies, and psychology that will bring growthproducing results for your organization.
Virtual Partnership
With Covid-19 completely disrupting the way we connect in business, how are you investing in your people right now? Do your people feel heard
when they are working remotely?
In this time when business has slowed down - showing your leaders new ways for connecting and building relationships with a remote workforce
- developing your staff's Leadership and Storytelling abilities - enhancing their knowledge of serving your clients - these are an investment in
your people's growth that will pay dividends now and throughout the years to come.
Ty’s virtual sessions are customized to your specific challenges and your corporate culture. His follow-up video series are packaged to help your
leaders focus on a deeper dive into the tools that inspire commitment from your employees, even when they can’t physically be together.
Virtual Keynote
Leveraging a full production video studio, Ty’s virtual livecast platform will offer your audience a dynamic online keynote experience. With
multiple cameras, integrated slides and audience interaction, we are able to create an impactful presentation for viewers that is more engaging
than a typical Zoom or Skype webinar.
Virtual Training/Coaching
For clients looking to immerse their teams or partners in a deeper dive learning program Ty will work with you to co-create the video series,
podcasts and/or coaching that will take their learning to the next level. All videos and podcasts recorded are customized to you and
professionally created in studio with full editing capabilities.
The Online Summit
The online summit is a collaborative virtual event designed for small groups, leadership teams and company boards. Ty will present models and
frameworks that are key to leadership growth and employee commitment and then lead a moderated discussion between participants. The
event can be recorded by the client for internal reference and wider distribution to those not able to be present at the summit.
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Select Book Titles
2 0 1 6: Partnership is the New Leadership
2 0 1 3: The Power of Storytelling
2 0 1 3: The Power of Influence
Select Testimonials
"I have heard countless mentors talk about the importance of telling your story - but I have never had anyone break it down and teach the
process of storytelling in such a clear and concise manner. Thank you!"
— Chales Reed

"Ty has an amazing perspective on leadership. As a retired Air Force veteran and someone who has worked in several leadership positions
during my 24 years in the military, Ty has an amazing perspective on leadership."
— James Fuller
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